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Abstract

The Iowa Shared Superintendency:

The School Baard President's Perspective

Based on the findings of an earlier study in which forty-two shared

superintendents were interviewed, the researchers interviewed eighty-three school

board presidents who uere involved udth a shared superintendent. The

investigation attempted to ansuer crucial questions associated udth the

effectiveness of such an admdnistrative arrangement. Questions such as why did

the district become involved in such an arrangement, what were the advantages

and disadvantages of having a shared superintendent, and what "words of wisdom"

would be given to other boards of education who may he interested in pursuing

such an administvative arrangement were asked.

The researchers gained valuable insight into board prezidents' perceptions

and expectations for suchen administrative arrangement. Even though there were

differing perceptions and expectations there were some common threads that uvve

themselves through this adudnistrative phenomena. The results of this

investigation have identified the crucial need for open and frank communication

among all parties and a vision for the future that will enhance the educational

program for all students affected by such an arrangement.
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The Iowa Shared Superintendency:

The School Board Preaident's Perspective

IRTROCUCI'ION

During the 1988-89 academic year the researchers conducted an investigation

of the shared superintendent position from the practitioners' point of view.

Marry interesting concepts where identified by shared superintendents as they

worked through this relatively new administrative arrangement. Results of this

investigation surrounding the practitioner prompted the researchers to further

investigate the shared superintendency through board presidents' perceptions

about the shared superintendency. This newexperience, shared superintendencies,

originated during the last decade due to economdc and demographic realities

affecting education. Iowa is a state whose fortunes are inextricably linked to

agriculture. The social fabric of many communities ues devastated as family

farms were foreclosed, banks filed for bankruptcy, and small businesses folded

for lack of customers during the agricultural recession of the 1980's.

As pointed out in the first investigation, the trends in population

demographics have had a direct impact on public school environments. Iowa lost

80,000 people between 1960 and 1987 and the birth rate statistics indicated

10,300 fewer babies were born during this same period. The U.S. Census Bureau

projects a further decline of 2151384 people during the current decade. The

advent of low birthrates and out-mdgration have resulted in continual and

sometimes drastic decreases in student population. Since the high water mark
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in Audent enrollment in the 1969-70 school year (659,880) this ppulation has

decreased by 181,670. While nearly every district in the state has been touched

by these declines, rural areas and smaller schools have tended F) lose the

greatest percentages of population.

Further entanglement of the issue evolved in the 1989 state legislative

session when a new state aid formula was passed and mandated program requirements

for all schools were established. The new state aid formula will be phased in

over the next few years with total implementation due by the 1994-95 school year.

lianyrof the mandated programreguirements have already been implemented however,

other regpirements will be phased in by the 1992-1993 school year.

Faced with changing demographics and legislative enactments, Iowa schools

have been re-shaping themselves to continue to provide high quality educational

programs. Encouraged byrlegislative financial incentives, manyschool districts

are currently sharing grades, teaching staff, and administrators. This follow-

up study allowed the researchers to further examine this administrative

phenomenon and its impact on education in the state of Iowa.

In the 1984-85 school year, 4 districts shared a superintendent. In 1987-

88 the number of districts sharing a superintendent rose to 67. In 1988-89 the

figure had risen to 88. During the 1989-90 year there were 102 school districts

who shared a superintendent. Of the 102 school board presidents who were

involved in sharing a superintendent, 83 were interviewed an 81.37% response.
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METHODCGOGY

Prior to the study, the researchers talked both formal3.y and informally with

superintendents, principals, and board members about the trends in Iowa public

education. Such discussions which helped the researchers realize the need for

this study. Furthermore, the discussions helped generate a list of questions

which were used as a foundation 'or the interviews:

What were the board's feelings going into the shared superintendency

arrangement?

What were the circumstances which caused the district to become

involved with a shared superintendent?

Describe the district 's experiences with the shared superintendency:

both the positive and negative aspects.

What factors caused the discontinuance of the shared superintendency?

How has the sharad superintendency changed the job of the building

pr inci pal?

What would the board's words of wisdom be to existing boards of

educat ion contemplat ing enter ing the shared super intendency

arrangement?

Wbuld the district be willing to become involved with a shared

administrative arrangement again, knowing what you have learned in

the present experience?

To what exten, is the shared superintendency an end or a means to

survival for small/rural school districts?

If your district could modify or influence the existing legislation

involving shared administrators, what would you or your district say

or do?

7
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The basic design of the investigation was a qualitative study utilizing

the structured interview format. Whenever possible the interviewwas audio taped

for future reflection by the researchers. Three categories of school districts

were identified from the Iowa Association of School Boards reports: those

districts which had shared a superintendent at one time but were no longer

involved in such an agreement; those districts which were involved in

administrative sharing prior to the 1989-90 school year; and those districts

which were new to the shared superintendency for the 1989-90 school year.

A number of structured interviews were arranged by appointment and

conducted in the conference/board roam of the Iowa School Board Association

offices in conjunction with the Iowa School Board Association Convention. The

remaining interviews were conducted at school sites or regionally designated

sites around the state when the researchers and subjects were able to agree on

an appropriate time. Where the researchers and subjects were unable to meet face

to face, a telephone interview was conducted. The average interviewtime was 30

mdnutes. The shortest interviewtook 15minutes and the longest took 52minutes.

All of the structured interviews were conducted between November, 1989 and May,

1990.

The research questions that formed the framework of the investigation were

as follows:

1. To what extent, if any, were there financial motives for public

school districts to enter into a sharing agreement?

2. What unique challenges have been identified by board presidents

involved in the shared superintendent arrangement?

3. What lessons have been learned for those who may entertain simdlar

arrangements in the future?
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As the researchers interviewed the subjects, and upon subsequent analysis of the

audio tapes, some comon themes emerged. The reminder of this report will focus

as well as answer the research questions raised by the investigators.

FINDINGS

Research Question #1

To what extent, if any, were there financial motives for public school
districts to enter into a sharing agreement?

In light of the economic and demographic developuents in Iowa, each board

president participant was asked the reasons why their district chose to share

a superintendent. In 9 out of 10 interviews, the principal reasonVas financial.

Due to existing -tate legislation which offers financial incentives for districts

which engage in sharing practices, new*, districts found a way to use such monies

to partia2ly or fully fund the superintendent's annual salary. A legislative

formula was derived that enabled a school district to claim up to 15 additional

students and allowtwo districts together to claim up to 25 additional students.

The additional number of students clained would then be multiplied by the state

identified cost per pupil to generate the additional incentive funding. For the

1990-91 academic year the Iowa cost per pupil is $2978 which translates into

approximately $75,000 additional funding for districts which can together claim

the maximum number of additional students. As the state cost per pupil rises,

the funds available for districts sharing administrators also increases, naking

the administrative sharing concept more attractive for financially troub]ed

districts.
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In districts where the student populations were high enough the financial

incentives were less attractive. In these cases the boards were looking to

improve the educational program of the district by accumulating additional

dollars through sharing a superintendent. Boards of education generally viewed

these incentive dollars as a way to provide programs that were previously thought

to be too expensive for the district to operate. Some distticts increased

faculty, curriculum coordinators, support staff, or hired additional

administrators with the incentive money in an effort to enhance the educational

program.

Some school board presidents indicatedthat the shared ruperintendencyleas

a logical progression following previous successful sharing programs. The

success of other sharing arrangements made the decision to share a superintendent

easier when the opportunity arose. Az superintendents retired or moved to other

positions boards contemplated, and in some cases agreed, that a new sharing

arrangement would be in the best interest of both districts. Many board

presidents, expressed the opinion that this was one way to further bring the two

districts together for an eventual merger.

Boards and Communities Attitudes

The majorityof board presidents interviewed indicated that their boards

felt very comfortable with the decision of having a shared superintendent. A

few board presidents expressed their board's desire to continue with their own

superintendent but the deciding factor was either present financial concerns,

the foresight of eventually closing the district due to financial reasons or

not being Able to meet the increasing program requir. Tents for all Iowa schools.

In many school districts the boards felt very confident that the new

administrative arrangement would work. Others were apprehensive because it was
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a break from tradition or because one of the participating boards of education

he3d the existing superintendent contract and the other board had to purchase

the services of the superintendent. The mhool district which purchased the

services of the superintendent and did not hold the contract was more inclined

to be apprehensive about the out conebecause it woLA not have a superintendent

who would live in the cmmunity and their access to the individual would be

reduced to that of a part-time administrator. The lack of visibility and

accessibility cautioned some districts into questioning whether an arrangement

such as sharing a superintendent would be successful.

However, when a decision was made to share a superintendent, both districts

entered into a legal agreement stipulating the conditions of the sharing

arrangement. In the state of Iowa this legal type of arrangement is considered

a 28-E agreement. These contracts ranged between a 50-50 and 75-25 percent

split. Affected superintendents muld spend anywhere between one-half to three-

fourths time in either districts depending on the specific arrangements worked

out by the participating boards of education.

The majority of the superintendents maintained hard and fast schedules,

spending time in each district proportional to the contract agreement. For

continuity some superintendents spent tha same two and one-half days in each

district each week, while others worked out some form of rotation over a two-

week period. In the majority of cases the boards approved a flexible schedule

that allowed the superintendent to divide their time in a manner most

appropriate, regardless of the contract. It was understood by the boards of

education that emergencies could arise and that extra time in a particular

district may be required for appropriate administration. Therefore, in the case

where two districts hada 50-50 agreement, a superintendent might decide to spend

the entire week in one district if he/she felt it was necessary.

ii
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When asked if the local comuinity supportea the board's decision to become

involved in a superintendent sharing arrangement, the participating board

presidents overwhelmingly indicated comunity oupport for such an arrangement.

Many board presidents indicated that there was not 100 percent support, but that

there was maiority acceptance. Only in a few circumstances yes there comuunity

disapproval which precipitated open meetings and petitions not to enter into an

agreement. In many instances there was no opposition from the coamunity in the

form of newspaper editorials, unusually high community participation at board

meetings, or informal community pressuring of board members through telephone

contacts or street cormrsations.

Research Question *2

What unique challenges have been identified by board presidents involved
in the shared superintendency arrangement?

Discussion about this question includes the strengths and %eaknesses of

the shared superintendent position as %ell as the impact of such positions

the role of building principals within the shared district. As one w)uld expect,

from the numerous responses obtained, common threads that appear in the maJority

of interviews are reported.

Stremths of theShared Superintendency

Many board presidents indicated that the moior a6vantage of sharing a

superintendent ues receipt of additional dollars from the state. Many of those

presidents could not identify any other advantage to sharing a superintendent.

Other participants said that there %ere no strengths associlted %ith the

arrangement. Still others identified cooperative purchasing efforts to hold down

1 0
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the cost of equipment and supplies as an advantage. Districts who vJere seriously

considering grade sharing or who wv.re already in a grade sharing arrangement

found the shared suprintendency a valuable arrangement in regards to unifying

the curriculum and eliminating duplication of effort between the districts. In

an effort to keep open the channels of connunication related co future sharing

options, the ability of the shared superintendent to develop a positive public

relations program for both districts as 1l as to keep each board of education

informed about problems vas perceived as a strength. Those boards inthrested

in pursuing the shared relationship beyond that of the superintendency found the

shared superintendent an invaluable asset. A strong sentiment 1,4as expressed

that the shared superintendent provided such boards, with a systematic approach

to strategic planning toward unification of the districts.

The forced sharing of responsibilities by district personnel has been

viewed by some board presidents as a unifying factor in bringing the district

closer together in Its goal of establishing an educationally sound school

district that will be able to function in the future. Wile bringing together

of the districts Itas perceived as a major strength, Alan,/ board presidents

commented that time constraints forced the superintendent to delegate more

responsibilities to other central administzative staff or to building principals.

The superintendents were in most cases, unable to maintain the level of specific

responsibility that they had as a one district superintendent. Board presidents

felt that faculty and staff became more involved in decision making with respect

to curriculum, classroom management, or supervisory responsibilities that

affected their assignment.

1 3
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c,aknesses of the_$b2re Su teveri nd

The participants of this study indicated numerous perceived %eaknesses in

sharing a superintendent. The following is a compilation of what board

presidents indicated as eisadvantages:

The position became a burn -out situation due to more board rreatingse

committee meetings, and overall running of two separate districts.

There was an indicath)n that the shared superintendent needed to have

a very strong background in finance or have a school business

manager.

The pc-"tion vas extremely tine consuming.

In many instances the srperintendent had to negotiate for 113

separate school districts.

Cistricts who %ere accustomed to having a full-time superintendent

had a difficult time adjusting to a part-time person.

A majority of participants intervie%ed indicated that there mas a

high level of stress and the individual needed a high level of energy

for the position.

The district which purchased the services of the superintendent felt

that the time spent getting to know the superintendent %es a

dIsadvantage over the district who knew the superintendent and held

the ortginal contract.

It was difficult for some communities and school pe--sonnel to accept

the fact that the superintendent was not visible and available when

needed. Board presidents reported that faculty in particular felt

that they %ere being "shortchanged" because the superintendent was

not around as much.

14
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The board presidents identified communication within and between

districts as an increasing problem and concern because small problem

which could have been handled with immediate cornrunicatiop had turned

into large problems uhich took a great deal more time to resolve.

%

Although some board presidents indicated that sharing a

superintendent was a 1.!...akness, they also indicatrtd that such sharing

was better than the alternative (reorganizing the district).

There were indications that a district did not always get a fair

represent ation, in the form of information, from the superintendent,

especially if the district did not hold the superintendent's

contract.

A few presidents were unhappy because they felt their district was

not getting their fair share of the superintendent's time as set

forth in the agreement.

Boards felt they were not getting the opportunity to have as much

input as they had previously because of short-cut decision making

on the part cf the superintendent.

Some cards, usually those which purchased the superintendent

services from another district, felt a lack of loyalty on the part

of the superintendent.

Some districts which were sharing a superintendent held joint board

neettngs which did not allow for the boards to operate independently

of each other.

Some participants indicated that it was a disadvantage when the

superintendent did not live in their district.

The lack of public relations within the district.

15
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The Buii_x1PritLcioal

Numerous and divergent responses were given to whether the building

principal's role had changed due to the super.intendent being shared. It appeared

that the differences centered around the perception and expectation of the

principal prior to the superintendent being shared. If the district believed in

site based management or saw modification of this concept the answer to the

question was that the position did not hange significantly. The principal VMS

already performing many of the tasks associated with the responsibility of

running an individual school program. Also if the district had already

enztablished district wide positions such as maintenance, food service,

transportation, etc., the building principal was not perceived as having

additional responsibility to see that such programs were maintained.

However, in districts (usually-very small districts) where there were no

additional central office or district wide staff, the building principal's job

description changed to reflect added responsibilities. Depending on the number

of principals in the district and their previous experience in such arcav as food

service, transportation, buildings and grounds, etc., principals could expect

at least building responsibilities for these areas and, in many situations, they

were given district-wide responsibilities. In most cases where the principal

was given added responsibilities the board of education increased the principal's

salary from $1000 to $8000 per year and extended th i. contract year. There were

a few indications that principals were given added responsibilities without

salary increases or extended yearly contracts.

Note: Some of the board presidents who were interviewed indicated that the board
felt a need to monitor the operation of the school district more closely since
they had a part-time superintendent who had less time to keep them informed.
Sone boards felt that this was a strength while others viewed it as a weakness.
The board's perception of their role was related to whether they felt such
involvenent was a strength or a weakness.

16
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Research Question #3

What lessons have been learned for those who may entertain simdlar
arrangements in the future?

The individual experiences of board presidents' are reflected in their

responses to this research question. 'Three sab-questions were asked to garner

desired information. They were:

A. Would your district willingly bemire involved in a shared

superintendency again?

B. %hat "words of wisdoe would you give to an existing board of

education which may be considering the shared superintendency?

C. In your opinion, what does the successful shared superintendent look

like? In other words, what characteristics dues the shared

superintendent need that will make him/her a successful shared

supenintendent.

A total of 77 of the 83 participants (93%) indicated that they believed

their district would be willing to become involved in a shared superintendency

again given their pr3sent_experiences. The six remaiaing participants agreed

that it was only out of necessity for the salvation of the district that they

entered such an arrangement.

Virtually, all of the participants expressed a need to be open-mdnded when

considering a shared superintendent. Many participants expressed that their

advice to others would be to go slow and make sure that there was good

coununication with the local community. Many board presidents felt that the

support crc the local community was crucial for the superintendent to be

successful.

17
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The following additional statements were made by the participants as they

responded to the question of what would you tell another board president or board

which is considering a shared superintendent:

A Board members must have positive attitudes about the shared

superintendent position.

E:ach board should look at their long-range plan and identify if the

other district has the sane vision for the future and then spend time

together to determine the areas of compatibility.

Visit with at shared superintendent from another district to find out

about the position.

Talk with a board president that has a shared superintendent.

Develop a specific Job description and decide if the person can

handle what is expected.

Ettablish a committee from each district to meet and "iron out" all

of the issues and concerns before entering into such an arrangement.

It is very difficult to discuss issues and concerns during an open

meeting of both boards.

Check specifics ( such areas as amount of time in each district,

travel expenses, salary considerations, which district will hold the

superintendent's contract, etc. ) about the agreement between

districts and between districts and superintendent.

Make certain that each board knows what it is giving up.

Meke sure the person who will be accepting the position is not forced

into such an arrangement.

Both districts should have strong support staffs who receive training

in the responsibilities that a shared superintendency brings to each

distr ict .
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* Start with sharing other things first (athletics, teachers, courses,

etc.).

Be prepared to receive criticism about the superintendent being less

accessible to the staff and community.

Success depends on the superintendent's abilities.

Be sensitive to the loss of the other district.

Have a thick skin in order to deal with those that do not agree with

the sharing decision.

The shared superintendency should not be perceived as a long term

venture for either district.

Hire a consultant, who can be more objective about the crucial

problems and issues that must be addressed during the development

of such a position.

Within the parameters of the third research question the investigators

asked what the successful shared superintendent looked like. c.lhat uere the

characteristics of such a person? The following information was gathered from

the participants' responses:

The individual needs to be well qualified, have 5-10 years experierce

as a superintendent, be willing to take criticism, and to stand up

for beliefs, and be a good business manager.

The person must be able to neke decisions and have positive public

relations, including frequent attendance at school activities within

both districts.

The person must be organized, aggressive in pushili3 for excellence,

and a delegator. .

The person unst be both an effective communicator and an active

1 istener .

1 9
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The person nmst be open, honest, and a real people person.

Many participants believed that the shared superintendent should be

a younger person who is ambitious, enkgetic, confident, ago-getter,

and somewhat of a workaholic who is perceptive and has high

integrity.

This person was identified as having good group ctinamics, a high

stress tolerance, flexibility, and a sense of humor.

The successful shared superintendent was viewed as a visionary leader

who stayed ahead of the board and showed no favoritism to either

district.

The person should try to stay in touch with the students and staff

and maintain a high degree of visibility.

()MIMING anENTS

The primary purpose of the study was to add to the body of knowledge

related to the administrative phenomenon in the state of Iowa known as the shared

superintendency. Faced with changing demographic patterns, economic conditions

and legislative enactments, Iowa schoo]s have been re-shaping themselves to

continue to pro We quality educatioaal programs. Many school districts,

encouraged by legislative financial incentives are currently sharing grades,

teachers, and admdnistrators. This follow-up to a practitioner study of 1989

has allowed the researchers to further examdne the imract on of this

administrative structure on education in the state of Iowa. While Iowa has

unique characteristics and programs which nmst be considered when examining the

findings of this study, thl information thus gained should help individuals

contemplating employment of a r:pared superintendent in their district.
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Motives for Such an Agreement

Having interviewed 83 of the 102 Iowa school boaxd presidents who shared

a superintendent during the 1989-90 school year, the researchers feel they-have

gained valuable insight and information about the shared superintendency. Almost

without exception, the primary reason interviewees gave for sharing a

superintendent was a financial advantage. Many small rural school districts

viewed the state financial incentives as a way of saving money and maintaining

their school during a period of rising costs and increased educational program

mandates.

In some cases where one of the shared districts was large enough to have

its own superintendent, the board entered into a sharing partnership for a couple

of other reasons. The larger district felt a moral obligation to assist a

smaller neighboring district which was viewed as needing help. Such reasoning

is not foreign to Iowa's rural cultural where neighbors help one another.

Possibly a more compelling reason was the vision of the larger district to

increase their student population to ensure a more balanced educational program.

The larger districts envisioned increased student population as a means of

ensuxed security against what is perceived in the state as the demdse of small

rural schools. They were also prepared to use the incentive money to add

additional personnel such as curriculumcoordinators, supervisors, and additirnal

staff in oreier to meet the requirements of new mandates as well as an expanded

educational program. The incentive dollars were not viewed as a savings to these

districts but as an avenue for better education for a larger proportion of their

student constituency.

When two districts of equal size investigated sharing a superintendent

there usually was debate and discussion within the communities about such a

21
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venture. Many times this debate became heated, and in some situaticns divided

the community and/or the board of education. It was evident that the larger

districts which shared a superintendent did not have tha significant debate as

was viewed in smaller districts. Many of the board presidents who represented

districts which held the superintendent's contract felt- more secure about the

final outcome of such a sharing venture. Board presidents of districts which

"bought into a contract" expressed less confidence about an anticipatee,

successful outcome because they perceived themselves as having less control.

There was some expression that the larger district was going to "swallowup" the

smaller district.

Shared Superintendency: pro or con

For manyboard presidents the answer to whether the shared superintene-ncy

was good or bad was quick and definite. Many responded that the only good came

in the form of additional dollars. The majority of these responses came from

board presidents in very small districts which were having trouble meeting state-

mandated educational programs and were operating on severely limited finances.

Other board presidents who had a different vision saw their community and

district entering into a positive partnership with a neighboring school district,

and believed the superintendent would assist in unifying the districts and

elimdnating duplication of effort. Many board presidents saw benefit in having

a shared superintendent who could inform them about what was happening in the

other district as an advantage that they did not have in tile past. Such insight

into what was happening in other districts %as viewed as a means of reassuring

board members of their decision making process. The shared superintendent was

viewed as the unification person to bring districts together and as a catalyst

for planning the eventual unification process.
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Interviewees identified many disadvantageg for the shared superintendent

position. The position was viewed as one of high stress and time demands.

Virtually all the board presidents interviewed agreed that the shared

superintendent position was a "burn out" position due to more board meetings,

committee meetings, and overall running of two separate districts. There was

indication that the lack of visibility and availability in the district was

difficult for some communities and school personnel to accept. Hence, community

and district personnel disenchantment was evident in some districts. Board

presidents interviewed indicated that those districts who were purchasing the

services of the other district's superintendent were at a disadvantage because

of the time it took to establish a positive working relationship and trust. In

some instances the communication within and between districts was not what it

should have been and caused small problems which should have been handled with

ease to turn into large problems which took a great deal more time to resolve.

One-third of the participants perceived the whole process as a weakness, but they

preferred sharing to district reorganization.

The Role of Support Staff

Acommon themerendered hythe board presidents was that the superintendent

had became more of a delegator than a doer in relation to many curricultan and

supervision responsibilities. The time constraint was too great for the shared

superintendent to continue with such rezponsibilities. Building principals have

assumed many duties forme4y handled by the superintendent, including building

maintenance, food service, and transportation. In many cases this was an entirely

newrole for the building principal. Some of these additional responsibilities

were shared by others on the staff, causing board presidents to comment about

the increased involvement of faculty and staff in decision making with respect
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to matters that affect their assignnent. Such forced sharing of duties and

responsibilities by district personnel is viewed by sone participants as helping

move tol,serd an educaticoally sound school district that will function effectively

in the future.

Board Presidents' %bras of Wisdom"

All of the participants were eager to discuss their experience and wera

open to sharing their experiences with other board presidents who might find

themselves in a similar situation. An overwhelming response laas that both boards

of education spend time together to determine compatibility of goals and

expectations for a share superintendent. It was !amended that a Joint

committee be established to identify and discuss issues and concerns related to

the possibility of sharing a superintendent. Many of the board presidents

interviewed also stressed the importance of employing strong, experienced

pzincipals who were able to manage a variety of situations when the

superintendent wes absent from the district. Virtually every board president

interviewed stated that the principal's role increased (some more than others)

and that the shared superi&endent responsibilities were far greater in the

management role than in leadership.

Characteristics of a Successful Shared_Superintendent

Interviewees believe the productive shared superintendent is like1y to be

a well qualified person with 5-10 years of successful superintendent experience.

This person should be able to take criticism, be a very good business manager,

and stand up for his/her beliefs. Organizational skills are very important as

the shared superintendent will be stretched in work load and time commitment.

The shared superintendent needs superior communication skills In order to work
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with diverse groups arxi individuals with personal zigendas. Many board president

participants believed that the shared superintendent shouId be a younger person

Isto is ambitious and energetic.

Conclusion and Reconnendations

The s, ared superintendency is an emrging administrative phenormna which

is increasing in numbers. Such positions have grown from 2 superintendents in

the 1989-85 school year to 51 in the 1989-90 school year, with 55 or 56 shared

superintendencies anticipated for the 1990-91 year. It is expected that

approxinat...1y 25 percent of Iossca school districts will be sharing a

superintendent for the 1990-91 school year. With this significant administrative

undertaking in the state of Iowa, a body of knowledge has surfaced to further

provide information for other rural. districth whether in Iowa or across the

nation. This study suggest:

* The nedority of school districts now sharing a superintendent entered

into such an arrangement for financial reasons.

* Twenty-six a the 83 participants (31%) indicated that there was no

advantage associated with the shared superintendent position. The

remaining 57 participants (69%) identified such advantages as

cooperative purchasing, coordinating curriculum, and having a person

who would share with each board a forvard looking approach to

inproving education.

* Twenty-two different concerns wen.: identified as weaknesses. Every

participant identified at least three weaknesses associated with the

shared position. The most connon weakness identified was?. the amount

of time thdt it took to manage both districts. Other frequently

mentioned weaknesses included the amount of travel as well as the
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aistrict's realization that they no longer had a full-time chief

executive officer. For many eistricts these perceivnd weaknesses

could very well be the fatal flaws for the continued practice of

shared administration.

Ninety-four percent of the participants indicated the need for strong

building principals and other central staff to support the shared

superintendent position.

Everyboard president participant was Eager to give advice to othcrz

about what should be done prior to entering into a shared

superintendent arrangement. Many participants indicated the need

for board committee Nork to negotiate the particular issues, and

concerns prior to the full board beaming involved in finalizing the

agreement.

Characteristics most commonly identified as desirable for a shared

sucrintendent inrauded an individual who was younger, energetic,

aggresc'ie, willing to take criticism, and a gocl communicator.

Sixty-two board president participants (75%) indicated that the

shared superintendent had become mo7e of a manager than a leader.

mary particip,nts felt that the superintendent was geared to

maintainthg the "status quo." Given the parameters of the position,

however, the participants were quick to admit that it was difficult

to do anything but maintain the present educational progasan.

Many board wesidents suggested that it was important to provi

inservice to principals and others who will assume new leadersh

responsibilities.

When these findings are compared with those frominterviews conducted

42 of 44 shared superintendents in Iowa (Decker and Talbot, 1989)1 one can
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some conclusions about the shared superintendent position. Both groups of

participants freely acknowledged that for the majority of school districts the

chief reason for entering into such an arrangement vaz financial. Many districts

saw the financial incentives as a say to help reduce administrative costs to the

districts. The financial incentives was irrportant only in those cases where one

district ;as large enough ctc.d felt that they vented to help a neighboring,

financially struggling district. Even in these somewhat rare cases other reasons

rrotivated the larger districts to becorre involved in the shared administrative

arrangement. The ability to attract a smaller district to eventually merge and

ensure the continued existence of the larger district. Also, larger district

board presidents identified the advantage of irrproved course and program

nfferings that benefitted students as a reason for a district to be attracted

to such an administrative venture.

Both superintendents and board presidents identified the difficulty local

corrnunities and district personnel had in adjusting to the fact that the

superintendent vas far less visible and accessible than had been the case in the

past. The inability of the superintendent to participate in community events

was a concern recognized by the majority of those who were interviewed. This

difficulty was corrpounded by the fact that the superintendent lived in one

district and, in many cases, was rarely seen in the neighboring district. This

vas frequently a maJor concern for the district purchasing the services of the

superintendent from the neighboring district.

Th e. demands of tirre and energy on the superintendent were identified by

both groups. The shared superintendent works an average of 70 hours per week

in district related responsibilities. Each group interviewed agreed that if

the two cormunities were not supportive of sorre type reorganization, the shared

superintendency IdaS a very undesirable position. Ninety-three percent of the
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shared superintendents interviewed said that sone type of whole-grade sharing

or reorganization would have to result within 3 to 5 years or they would no

longer %dsh to be involved in such an admdnistrative arrangement. Fifty-two

percent of the board presidents felt that something had to happen within the 3

to 5 year period. Board presidents %ere more satisfied %dth maintaining the

shared superintendent position if it wes the vehicle from which the district

would not have to reorganize or consolidate.

The importance of clarifying the expectations of both boards prior to

agreeing to the shared superintendent position was recognized by both groups.

Each vas enphatic about the importance of discussing the differences that result

as a consequence of employing a part-time superintendent. Superintendents

believed it %es inportant to have a serious discussion %dth both boards of

education regarding the managerial, political, and social realities associated

with such an adndnistrative arrangement. Board presidents acknmaledged the

inportance of having open and frank discussions with the other board, and viewed

the discussion and pending agreement as a way of developing a vision for the

future.

Both board presidents and superintendents believed that the most successful

individuals for the position were those %to had considerable experience in the

superintendent position. The most successful experiences to date %ere reported

by those individuals %to had speat considerable time as the superintendent in

one of the districts that was considering sharing. They believed that the

longevity of the individual was helpful in establishing a favorable reputation

as a known commodity. Such knowledge minimized suspicions and resulted in a more

favorable and rewarding experience for all concerned.

Similarities exist between ..mperintendent and board presidents perceptions

of the shared superintendent position. PAditional research must be conducted
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to provide data that can assist those responsible for designing ar4 implementing

be_tter, more efficient administrative and educational programs for students of

the 21st century. Based upon the results reported here, a fundamental question

remains to be answered: researchers need to determine are shared

superintendencies in the best interest of current as well as future education,

or are they stop gap economic, political maneuvers that will fai'. to guide

education into the future. Rural areas of Iowa and the rest of the nation should

carefully examine the realities of Iowa's experience and weigh the perceived and

reported results against the best interest of a child's education. There are

clearly some reported advantages to the shared superintendency as well as some

direct disadvantages. It is obvious that additional research needs to be

conducted to determine:

the impact of shared superintendencies on the role of the building

pr incipal,

administrative practices that have the greatest impact on attitudes,

knowledge and behavior of students, staff, and community,

whether the impact of shared superintendents varies by size,

location, expenditure per child and other differences which exist

among schools classified as small/rural,

specific strategies that can be used to assist small/rural school

districts in irrproving administrative efficiency while a3so

maintaining an excellent educational program within the financial

constraints of the local district.

These are only a few of the important issues related to shared

administrative positions. The large number of schools across our nation and the

future of students in these schools suggest that we cannot ignore the need for

information about how to effectively administer and provide educationally sound
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program in rural areas. Answers to these questions about how to design and

deliver quality, cost-effective schools in bearsely populatEd areas is inportant

for the future of small/rural schools.
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